Regis University was originally founded as Sacred Heart College in 1877. Today, Regis serves more than 15,000 students and is the only Jesuit Catholic university in Colorado. The University comprises three colleges: Regis College, the Rueckert-Hartman College for Health Professions and the College for Professional Studies. Inspired by the Jesuit vision of Ignatius Loyola, Regis teaches students to learn proficiently; think logically and critically; choose standards based on personal values; and be socially responsible.

REGIS UNIVERSITY
- Committed to creating the next generation of compassionate professionals and leaders in service of others
- Named a “Top School” in the West by U.S. News & World Report for 18 consecutive years
- Accredited by the Higher Learning Commission and a member of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
- Committed to smaller classes providing a forum for learning, discussion and student engagement
- One of only five Colorado institutions and 14 Jesuit universities to produce multiple Rhodes Scholars

REGIS COLLEGE
Regis College fuses the tradition of values-based liberal arts education with innovative programs and technology to create a distinctive learning experience for more than 1,700 undergraduate students annually. Through 30 undergraduate majors and master’s programs in education and biomedical sciences, Regis teaches students how to think rather than what to think. Our college faculty have designed and implemented a challenging liberal arts core curriculum that engages students in the question, “How ought we to live?” Relevant courses such as Diversity and Cultural Tradition; Global Environmental Awareness; Justice and the Common Good; and Search for Meaning actively engage students in critical thought, learning and debate. The Jesuit tradition of education makes Regis a distinctive and appealing choice for many students. This college experience also offers:

- customized internship assistance through the Regis College Academic Internship Program. More than 160 students were served in the 2011-12 academic year.
- unique study abroad experiences. More than 80 students participated during the 2011-12 academic year.
- the chance to grow through and compete in NCAA Division II athletics, intramural and club sports programs.
- residential living and learning communities designed in the Jesuit tradition of *cura personalis*, providing support and personal attention to “care for the whole person.”
REGIS VOICES

STUDENT
Dianna Almanza
Politics and Visual Arts, RC ’14

“My time at Regis has been essential in helping me prepare for life after college. For instance, one of my political science professors taught me about many political issues that are very relevant in today’s world. That knowledge was fundamental in preparing me for my internship on Capitol Hill. Words cannot express how grateful I am and how I value every moment of my education at Regis.”

ALUMNUS
Rich Swan
Political Science, RC ’79

“I still remember the day I received the letter from Regis that I had been accepted. What was a day of excitement and anticipation turned into 36 wonderful years of Regis shaping and influencing my life. From critical thinking taught in the classroom to help in my professional and spiritual life, I learned more about my role in the world than I ever thought possible. Regis was there as I discerned both a change in majors and a mid-life change in careers. Through ongoing and timely seminars and events, I have benefited from spiritual discussions about gratitude and learned more about myself from free classes on emotional intelligence. Regis helps me find balance in life, teaches me where to invest my time and energy, and reminds me to be of service to others. Regis is a part of who I am, and I am very grateful to be part of the Regis family.”

ALUMNUS
Alexander Ghincea
Biology, RC ’12

“The founders of Regis and all its faculty and staff understand that to be complete and whole, to thrive and do wonderful and amazing things in this world, we must have a broad and deep education rooted firmly in our values. I can say without any doubt in my mind that ending up at Regis University was one of the greatest blessings in my life. The Jesuit and liberal arts traditions radically changed who I am.”
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To support Regis University, please go to www.Regis.edu/giving or call 1-800-388-2366 X3535.